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Abstract In this paper, some variants of stochastic solvers free from derivatives for It6
stochastic ordinary differential equations (SODEs) are given. The derived strong variants are

convergent and explicit. Then, some implicit solvers are also proposed. Numerical results

are reported for conf,rming convergence properties and for comparing the behavior of these

methods for pathwise approximation of SODEs.
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1 Introduction

Physical systems are often modeled by ordinary differential equations (ODEs). These models

may represent idealized situations, as they ignore stochastic effects. By incorporating random

elements in the differential equation (either in the initial or boundary conditions for the

problem, or in the function describing the physical system), a stochastic differential equation
(SDE) arises. Although there is a rich theory for designing efficient computational schemes

in solving ODEs, the stochastic counterparts are less well developed [3]. Toward this goal,

we here investigate some (explicit and implicit) variants of stochastic Runge-Kutta (SRK)

methods for solving It6 SODEs in the strong sense.
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There are many application areas where it is important that the rajectories (the samprepaths) of the strong numerical approximation. b. .lor. to the strong solution of the sDE.These direct simurarions of the t ale"to.i.; ;;; provide considerabrJinsight into rhe quar-
,'jio,]-rlrl'"'or and dynamics of rire sDE. In rury.ur.r, these direct simurarions can bernferpreted as srochastic flows Ilg].

We consider a filtered probability space (f,2, f , fl, p), scalar lt6 SDE

d.r(t) : a(t, x(t))dt + b(t,.\(t))chD(t). t6 < t < T, (l)
wlrere a denotes the drift term and b is the dilflsion term. The functions a antl bare assumedto be de{ined and measurable in [16. 7l x R an<l to satisfy botrr Lipschitz and rineargrowthbound conditions in x' These assumptions ensure the existence cif a unique solution of theSDE (1) with the inirial condition -xr, : -16 if ;6 is -f],,_measurable [20].The existing knorvn results [g] have shown that the rblrowing .lu.ri. prt.._Man-ryama
(EM) method [16]

il+t : .y; I a(ti, xi)Lt; t b(ti, xi)Atti, (Z)
converges to the true solution in probability space. where Lt; : 7;*, _ l;, and Lwi _trti_t- url,.Accordingtotherecenttheoryof il0l,theclassicEX,{method (.2.1 sontetimesdiverge in a2 sense in finite rime to the tme solrtion of (l). Another disadvantage of (2) isthat its strong order is at least {. Hor"ver, the classic EM method has its great advantagedue_to its simple algebraic structure and cheap computational cost [13].we recall that a time discrete approximatitn y : (y(t))1E1n converges strongry respec_tively in the mean square with ordei p to -r as ft + 0 (at time r e fr), if there exist a constantC and a finite constant d6 > 0 such that

Each approximate tra.jecron ir. j it r:
Instead ofthe diffusior proc3:> . ::
diflusion, whichallow an ea,ii _ . .

Integration schemes lbr SDE. . _
(e.g., via stochastic It6-Tar lc,r . - _ . ,

-ri +t : -ri * ct(ti. -rr )_\,' -

and Heun's scheme [19]

1.
-l.irI :.r; _i_ _ lr/rI ..1

L

use a Euler-type step (2) fi_.r rl:: _... -

gration ofthc slochastic parr .*:. .. . -

one. Note that the Milstein fitilr _ : :

a truncation of the stochasrrc It:- , .
In somc crses. the parrirl -;: . _

methods, which should be pr..,._-._.
this probleni, Runge-Kutta me::-. :.
s-stages SRK method jor the SDi

.(ri-l :-.f,, 
-[C,,.

i= l

.l

-*\-/, ,z--lb
,--l \

making use of the rot&tion .r, = ,

J

H,:x,,-i-!, t''tt L' '. .

j=)
,t/

-f (p'' ,' /-.\" t t

i: I '

fbri : l, . .. . s. Forsonte indep:;:.-
variables /ir1., and the iterated :. ,. :.
,/h.{,, and /1 1.,,,, : j (/,
presented by an extended Birtch;: :.^ . _

lbr It6 SDEs, order conditions tc,i ::; -
making use olthe 'ucctor.e : ( t.

Table I Extended Butcher
tableau

E"tllY tr t -.r(1)tl) 1 C hr,.

respectively

/6(ilr14:rdm 1Cttr. g)
holds for each /z e 10, do[' In this work, we will consider convergence in the mean squaresense. Besides, by Jensen,s inequality we have (Ellr(r) _, fiil lt?rfiirir; _ ,,rrrr ll, i...,thernean square convergence implies strong convergence of the same order.The remaining sections of this paper arJorganized in whar fbllows. In the next section,t'"e brieiiy remind some signilicatri ti.ong sol,iers for finding the solution of (l). Section 3rs devoted to derive some new fonnulations and variants of the sRK rnethods for the It6SDEs. It is also shown that the new approximation methods are convergent. some implicitien'ative-Iiee sorvers are also constructed. In sect. 4, we appry various numericar tests to:-:t on show the applicabirity and the efficiency of the derived methods. s..tior 5 wiil endr': paper by providing some concluding remarks.

I B:ckground

. ': :lation methods are based on a finite time discretization:

10:lo</l< ltn:T

(:1 )

(5)

-:red time interval [to,T], which may be equidistant, br.rt in the generar case: control during the simulation of an approximate trajectory is possible tr r.
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! :: :tr:.: --n:i rhe trajectories (the sample
:r :. ,; -.- :lli strong solution of the SDE.
:: . .:: --,: r:siderable insight into the qual-

:-:-_, -tr::s. these direct simulations can be

: . .,illr Iro SDE

:." : !,-<r<7. (l)

- r :- .:: ---. l-h: iunctions a and b are assumed
: : ,=:..:r i.oth Lipschitz and linear growth
--; :-: :'t.-sience ol a unique solution of the

: .: -:'-:isurable [20].
'--.:. i-.; -.-,llouing classic Euler-Maruyama

r' -\.r' . (2)

':-- ..-.i:,' -\lr : fl-l - li. and AUri :'. .-: ;iassic Eir{ merhod (2) sometimes

-:. : I r. .\nother disadvantage of (2) is
:.:., : F\I method has its great advantage
": : -:jr:i.rnal cost [13].
r : :' I t t : :. !;, converges strongly respec_

- ..l.ne t e 11,),if thereexistaconstant

.-
- <i-': (4)

: :..,::r.onYergence in the mean square
. ." : - rrr11;2 

= 
trll(y(r) -x(r))211,i.e.,

,::_:::J3 0f the same order.

-r-::: .:1 \\hat follows. In the next section,
-. :,. ,rdrn_e the solution of (1). Section 3
: rtr-=-rri! of the SRK methods lbr the It6
::. .:-:::..ds are convergent. Sclme implicit
-;: -. .r,i apply various numerical tests to
-: :-r. ::rived methods. Section 5 will end

: :-:-:;'i1Zatlon:

<- -T

:.: :quidistant, but in the general case
:::rr\imate trajectory is possible lll.

Table 1 Extended Butcher
tableau

Some derivative-free solvers for numerical solution of SODEs

Each approximate trajectory must be recursively computed at the above discretization points.
Instead of the diffusion process itself, one uses so-called time discrete approximations of the
diffusion, which allow an easy computation of the increments of approximate trajectories.

Integration schemes for SDEs can be derived in a manner analogous to that usecl for ODEs
(e.g.. via stochastic lt6-Taylor series [15]). Both Milstein merhod [17|

ri+r : xi + (tui.x.ta.t1 -r btrl.x;tLw; + 
)0t,, 

.xitfftri.x1 1(Arf - Ari). (6)

and Heun's scheme [19]

l- - r

-f,1*1 : *, + rlatri.x;1*aoi.xi*,r] Ar; + 
1lttt,,..ri)*b(ti.xi_,t] au,. (7)

use a Euler-type step (2) lbr the deterministic part of the dynamical equation because inre-
gration of the stochastic part rarely achieves accuracy with a global error of order higher than
one. Note that the Milstein method is an It6-Taylor method, meaning that it is derived tiom
a truncation of the stochastic It6-Thylor expansion of the solution.

In some cases, the partial derivative appears in the approximation method (6) or similar
methods. which should be provided explicitly by the user, is a disadvantage. To counter
this problem, Runge-Kutta methods were developed for SDEs t9l. We recall the fbilowing
.T-stages SRK method fbr the SDE (l) defined by 16 : ,r1,, antl

xn+t : *, **,o,h,ta(t, * c1hn, H;)
i=t

+ p:' 
*# + p'') {h) b{r,, + ci h ,, , Hi s . (8)

making use of the notation xn : xt, and with the stages

.t

Hi : x,, * | Ai1 hna(t, * c j h,r, H i)
j=I

.i(r,, ,r,t,.,,- r;i,',:;i,1,,, + B;;,Jh,)bftn+cihil. Hi\. (s)

tbr i : I, . . . , s. For some independent N(0, 1)-distributed random variables {,,, the random
variables 111;., and the iterated stochastic integrals 11.y,2 cefi be calculated by 111;., :

'/7; 
. t, and 111.11., : i (,?r,, - n,), U+1. The coefficienrs of the SRK method (8) are

presented by an extended Butcher tableau (Table 1 ). Applying the colored rooted tree rheory
for It6 SDEs, order conditions for the coefficients of the SRK method (8) can be calculated,
making useofthe vectore : (1,..., 1)r e Rs, [14].

t9

(3) +i (rt',a,,,,

B(t)o(l)B(l)(s)

oT fltllr pQ)r p(3)r

Q Springer
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3 Derivative-free variants

In the SDE context, the same trade as in the ODEs can be made with the Milstein method,

resulting in a strong order 1 method that requires evaluation of D(x) at two places on each

step. A heuristic derivation can be carried out by making the replacement

b*(xi) x b(-ii * 1rt"l, rt/44 r - btxl t
(l 0)

b(r)J Nt

in (6), which leads to the explicit SRK method as follows

-ti+l : xi * a(ti, "tt)Ar; t b(t;, xl)Lut;

.#lto,,*,* b(ti,x)ll*t * b(ri.xi)] (^u'rr - l;,i). (11)

An important general family of SRK methods are given in [141, which also contains the

scheme (1 I ) as one of its special members. To be more precise, ( 1 1) can be written as (8)-(9)
withs : ?andu: (1,0), frt : (1,q, P2: (-1, 1), F3 : (0,0), A;i - 0, Blr - 0,

Bl, : o'a,l : t0' 0: l' 0i'
The cssence ot'tllc concepl of linite dil'lerence approximations such as tl0t. is embodicd

in the standard definition of the clerivative b, (xi) : limt-o h('\t+h) h(\t\ , where instead

of passing to the limit as h approaches zero, the finite spacing to the next adjacent point,

-yl+t : xi * h, is used so that you get an approximation

b(xi+t')-b(xi)

Some derivative-free solr'ers tcr r-

D.(.i, ) :

which ends in another vananl

xi- | : .\'; - o(t;..\i )-\l -
lr*:lb(t'.:'

4JNi L

_ j i;

b, (x;) : It_ _b,\((il. (1 2)

This imPlementation a1lo\'. ! .- :
the highest slrong ordcr ohir':.- -

Theorem 3.1 Ler:- ondf ''. '

[/0, f l x R -+ R, satlsf ul_s il:; -i- -
io : to. 7y : T re\ltLtti.,

7,n+t -7rJ. Furthernlar€ str!t' :

datcL and the givenJwtctirLtis -;. :'

and \a(t,x) - tt(t..r')l < C ., -
lbv.xl-b(s.x)l <C{l- ' .l
sLfficientll' differentiable' ',' i;i.i. - ,

a constant K such that

max

antl subsequently

: I r :.

Proof Consider the grid (5 t ci:: . -
thc discrcte stochastic procc.: , -.

x(ln it) -r(Irl) : d(I/r. I ': '

r I .--
1 _\:-\

xllu ri' - -
I

--2.u/1t -

for n : 0, 1,..., N - 1. \o','
values of r by

f1l-1 :frl"r- '

In other wor:cis, the Process r : -.

dr(s) - a,r -

t--j-

I

An important aspect of this fbrmula is that (; must lie between rl and rl+r so that the

error is iocal to tl.re interval enclosing the sampling points. It is generally true lbr finite

difl'erence formulas that the error is locai to the stencil, or the set of sample points. Typically,
for convergence and other analysis, the error is expressed in asymptotic form: b, (xi) :
ry + o@). Ciearly, choosing h: b(x)Ja.h yields to (10) and subsequently the

SRK scheme (11).

We also state that derivative-f'ree schemes of order one can be obtained by discretizing the

Wong-Zakai approximation of the SDE by (aimost) any derivative-free ODE method, see for
more l5l.

Now, we apply a difTerent backward approximation as follows

b(xi)-b(ti-b(d",6ti)
(13)b-'(:u) e bki)JTi

which results in a new explicit variant of SRK in what follows

xi+i : xi * a{ti, xi)Lti + b(t;. x;)Lut;

+^+ ltt,,*s * b(ti,xr - btri.xilrll,,r] (aui - ar;). (14)
2JN; L

Another diff'erent approximation which is known as the second-order centered difl'erence

formula for the first derivative is known as

6 Springer
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DE. -'an be made with the Milstein method,
-r' :',:luation of b(x) at two places on each

i :.:i::ng the replacement

--:,-Dl-r;)
--i:-

:-r - _,i-,\\ j!

(l 0)

s -.r .:iren in [14], which also contains the
: ::. r: precise, ( 1 1) can be written as (8)*(9)
= -,.1,.83 : (0,0), A,l :0, Bi) :0,

e i;rir:.\imations such as (10), is embodied
- = lim;r .oLit+@. where insread
ie ::rtl spacing to the next adjacent point,
i-i;:-a:l !rn

,)

''l .
.': -i,rtr.ritl(Llof -6ri). 1ll)I'

Some derivative-free solvers for numerical solution of SODLs zt

br(xi) ^t
b(xr * b(xi)J Lti) - b(xi - b(.r)J Lti)

( 1s)
2b(x)JTi

which ends in another variant of SRK method for solving (1) as follows

.ti+r : xi * a(ti, xi)Lt; * b(ti' x;)Lw;

*-+1u,,,.r, - brti.xi)rf N\ - b(ti. '.,t- b(Ii.*,r/ar,l](Aui - AIr).
4J Lti L

(16)

This implementation allows to achieve first strong order of convergence. Note that this is

the highest strong order obtained with a Runge-Kutta approach that keeps a simple structure.

Theorem 3.1 LetT andi be tuo approximations using (14) of the stochastic process x '.

[/0, f ] x R -+ R, sarigfirln g the SDE (1) withtime steps {7,}!l:0,70 : to,T n : T and {7n }{r_-0,

7o : to,iy : T respectivell,, ancl Ltn,r, - max[max6. n.N-tlr+t *7,,,rt7axg.*.1,1-1

t= *+t -7 rr). Furthermore suppose that there exi,\ts a positive constant C such tl'tctt the initial
data and the givenfunctions ct. b : lt6, Tl x IR -> R sallqft

E llr(o)i2 + l?(o)12] s c,

tr f(x(o) + itorr2] < C Lr3,,,,.

andla(t,x)*a(t,.1)l <Clx-yl,lb(t,x)-b(t,y)l <Ci"r*.tl,la{t,.r)-a(s,x)l *
lb(t, x) - b(s, x)l < C(l + lrl)./l7:T. Also we assttme that the diffusion cofficient is

sufficiently dffirentiable, which is necessary- to obtain an ord.er one method. Then, there is

ct constant K such that

(r7)

(1 8)

lt
- ;0.'' ((, )'

: :.u:: lie between x; and x;11 so that the
;1-:,i points. It is generally true for flnite
i.i- r-. lrr rhe set of sample points. Typically,
i :',:r:ssed in asymptotic form: b, (.r;) :

. _\-r i.ields to (10) and subsequently the

,rj:r ine can be obtained by discretizing the
si :nr derivative-free ODE method, see for

:r;:t-rn aS lollOwS

^ -. , ..i-;,.t ,\ sll.,

-.

i ,-r:;r iollows

(13)

- : . i r, ar1)l (au,l - ar;). (l4t
I

,'n:. :s the second-order centered ditTerence

*.* {rF'r,. 
.rl. nlftr. rl} s rr. t < r.

E [(jr(/, .) - t0, '))2] s K L*,o*, t < T.

dx(s) : a(s,T)ds * b(s,T)dw(s), 7,, < s <71yt,

(12)

and subsequentl,r"

(1e)

(20)

(23)

4 Springer

Proof Considerthegrid(5)clefinedbythesetof nodes {7r}I=0,70:ta,i,:T anddefine

the discrete stochastic process x by (1a) as follows:

7(7n+i -TGi : a(7n,7(7il)Fn+t -7,1+ b(7",r(7n))lut(Tna) * ut(7,,)l

+-Ltoi,,,7lt,,)) - b(r,, .Ti,)) - b(7,,.xtt,,)) lr''lii rl
2JLri''

x ([u,(rr, t ) - ro(1,, )l )]
t-

, *Lbtt r. x(r,,) - bt\T r. T i,, t ) - hG r. t tt, D I 

"/ 
xti tlll, - t - 7,,1'

(21)

for a : 0, 1,...,1tt - t. Now extend 7 continuously tbr theoretical purposes only, to all

values of / by

.r=(r): I'(I,r t + [' nun.il,t)lds ' [' ,rrir.x(7,,)]d,r(s). Q2)
Ji,, Ji,,

In other words, the process -t : [/0, 7] x lR -+ lR, satisfies the stochastic difl'erential equation
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wherein d(s, x) = a(7,,7,(Tr)),.6G,i) : b(rn,i(Tr)), fori,, < s < Lr+l, and rhe nodalvalues of the process f is dellned b,V fZyl.

.##* 
now consider (19) hords. sriru.ting the rwo approximate solurions r and F. we

= f\x(sr _ *(s) : F(0) _ x(0) + 
Jo 

,u _d)vvr * 
Jo' 

6 _ittrvtw(r\. (24t

,HT:'.^":t) 
: (7 - h@, tt'tt) : (6 -r)(rl. rn. definition of the discretized sorurions

A' (r) 
: 

a (7,, T (v,D - a G,,,i (7 il)
= a(7,,,7(7,,)) * a(t,T(t))
+a(t,7(t)) - a(t,i(t)) + ou.itt)) - o(r*,iti,,)), (t25)

wherein t e Lim,i^+) n [i,,T r+i.
The assumptions in the theorems show further that

l,.,,) - ,(r)l : la(Tn,T(7,))(t _in) + b(7,,,7(1,))(w@ _ w(T,ys1
< C(l + \T(T,)D(G *1,) * lw(r) _ ut{i,)l). e6)Therefore, we have

lAa(t)12 < C(lT(t) *i(t)12
+O + lT(i")l\(t -1,12 + lw(t) _ w(i,)lz)
+(l + li(i,,)lr)(r -7*p + lu,t,) _ *(iilf )). (27)

Note that lEt(,(r) - u'(s))21 : / - 'i, s < r. This together with the assumprion (1g) leads

Etlta(t)lzl s c (ug1.t1r; *i(t)t2l+ (l + E1r6,,)i2l +E1iG*)lzl)^*,,,)
s c (Eil.r(/) _itt)12) + ^C,"). (28)

If we similarly obtain

EII^b(D1J < c,(Et1r(,) _i(r)t}l + 2.tflo_;. (ze)
Now we introduce a refined grid {tn}{:oby the union {tn} = {vr} u ti*}.observe rhat borh
,,?#l;fit*"t) and aD(r) 

'",Juplau"oiili.*rr..onr*nion ir,...n,"ae.id. Hence,

s t (c u)_r n [^' *1oon il)dr + [ utouotr,\ .\ J0 JO 
*L-uv tt ut 

)Inequalities (27)-(30) results in

6 Springer

trtlr(s) * i(,)l'l 
= 

, 
[(rr, - 

fro) + 
lo' 

,u -a)G)at + f' rE _i;oo*o>)r]

s 38il;(o) - ,(ol'l . ,, [(/ <- _av,) 
I

.,r[(/ o -i>ata*,)l

Some derivative-free solvers for nui:,.:: -

E[l"t(s)-irs,: . _ 
1

Finally, applying the Gronq.all.. -.::.
-i -,. . -

Hence, the proof is complete.

It is straight forward from (.-i. :.:.:
In the meantime, the anall,sis oi rl: :, _.,

Implicit (ODE) solvers hare h;:.- ._.
a large class of stiff problems. .{;: ::.
implicit solvers for SODEs. In a s,..:=:
time scales. implicit solrers allori ;. . 

.

scale without resolving the transi::: .:.
An implicit variant fbr the der,,.:: -method Ul and written as follon.

1r_r-.- I A,.' 2JTi 1"" -

where 0 e [0, 1] and also

Jrrt : xt + (l - 0lult1..r.ir_\i. _ :..
lr*.-plbttl.ti_h,:.. 

_4.t/ Lti L

Choosing0 = 0simplifies ('.-1-1 ;,: . ..
schemes.

Another type of implicit solr ers ..,,: _

split-step methods. Drifting splir_sr:: ::_
noise channel have appeared in tL. .. =-_
considered the split-step srochasri.- r-::.
present several drifting split_step r:.-_:. ,::
lbllows:

-vi : xi + (l - 07att1..r;1\r _ _.

ri+l : li * b(t;, !)Au:i + ^! 
-. 

./ \-
-\ r.

where 0 e [0, l] and also

Jt :,U + (l - 01o1t,..t,)-\.. _ --
xi+l : li * b(ti, yi)Ar.ri

1*--:lb(t'. .r't -r rl,:.. . I4JLt1''

All of the above-mentioned rmpl:;.: :--:.
strong order of convergence for the ir.: r- - :.-

(30)
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:urr i,. < s < /[+1, and the nodal

:: -.--: :,i -- rFpro\imate solutions x and 7, we

Some derivative-free solvers for numerical solution of SODES

Etlx(s) - ,(r)l'l = 
, (lr'Etl;(s) - i(s)l2lat * o,?,,.) . (31)

(32)

Finally, applying the Grtinwall's lemma [4] yields to the tbllowing convergence result:

Etlx(s) - Fts rl:l < c)t Lr).,t.

Hence, the proof is complete. n

It is straight forward tiom (32) that ( 14) has first order of convergence in the strong sense.

In the meantime, the analysis of the scheme (16) would be similar to Theorem 3.1.

Implicit (ODE) solvers have been successful and have become the method of choice fbr

a large class of stiff problerrs. Accordingly, it would be riveting to derive derivative-free

implicit solvers for SODEs. In a system for which different components evolve on different

time scales, implicit solvers allow us to capture the dynamics of the system on the slow time

scale without resolvlng the transient effects on the fast time scale.

An implicit variant lbr the derived methods can be obtained using the stochastic theta

method [7] and written as follows

xi+| : xi * (1 - 0)a(ti, xi) L.ti * ?a(ti, xi+t)Lti * b(ti,r;)Au;

*-+ 
lufti,x;1 - b(ti,xi * b\ri.xi,/or,,] (au,f - a4), (33)' 2JXi L-'"', '',

where 6 e [0, 1] and also

ri+r : x; * (1 * O)a(ti, x;)Lti * 0a(t;, xi11)Lti * b(ti, xiSL'w;

I r 
-l-r---=-; laoi. ri t bui. x)JLrit - b\ti. xi - b(ti.*itrlar,l_l (Aui - Atr ) .

4J Lti t
(34)

Choosing 6 : 0 simplifies (33)-(34) to (14)-(16), while other values of 0 yield in implicit
schemes.

Another type of implicit solvers which have recently been discussed in the literature are

split-step methods. Drifting split-step methods tbr the numerical solution of (1) for a single

noise channel have appeared in the literatufe over the past several years. Ding et al. [6]
consiclered the split-step stochastic 0-method for the solution of (1). Accordingly, we can

present several drifting split-step methods based on (14) and (16) free from derivatives as

lb11ows:

yi: xi + (1 - O)a(ti,xi)Lti *0a(ti, ),)A/i,

.ri+r : li * btti.)i)Auri - 
#[atri. lil - bu;. fi - b{t;. y;ryf[r] (au,f - -lr1).

(3s)

where 0 e [0, 1] and also

.vi : xi + (1 - ?')a(ti, xi)Lh * 1a(ti, );i)L'ti
xi +1 : li * b(t;, );)Au;

I-f .---:[b\ti, ti -f b(ti, y,>'/tt,l - b(ti, yi - b1ti, y;1tf Xt;)1(Lw? - ari) .

4,/ Lti
(36)

All of the above-mentioned implicit drifting split-step-type methods possess similar one

strong order of convergence for the mean-square approximation of (l ).
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L

- = -=- - :. ; I i t - 4(.7*,7(t*)), (2s)

a:.:-:_

" - : i.,.ir7,,))(ir(r) - wQ))l

-:. -- .rrtt-u,(rr)l')
_ :- - _ ,t rt t _ wtt^)12 1; (27)

hs i--:::her uith the assumption (19) leads

-. - :,,, rl + w,y1i17 *11211rfi",)
':ri- (28)

(2e)

(-30)

- * - ,,a, - 
fo' 

rl -l>A>a*(,))'7

,(i t-;ta,)'f

tr,- 
.[n' 

z,r,ort>f*)
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4 Numerical experiments

This section addresses issues related to the numerical precision ofthe new SDE solvers, using
Mathematica 8 built-in precision, [1 1]. For numerical comparisons in this section, we have
used the methods (2) denoted by "EM", (6) denoted by .,Mi,,, (11) denored by .,SRKF,,, (1a)
denoted by "SRKB", (16) denoted by "SRKC", (33) denoted by ..ISRKB,,, and (35) denored
by "ISSB". As the programs were running, we tbund the running time using the command
Absol-ut.eTimingr[] to report the elapsed CPU time (in second) for the experiments. The
computer speciflcations are Microsoft windows XP intel(R), pentium(R) 4, cpu 3.20 GHz,
with 4GB of RAM.

Note that the Brownian motion is modeled by the increments Aur;, which are determined
from a normal random number generator. Deflne N(0, 1) to be the standard random vari-
able that is normally distributed with meal 0 and standard deviation L Hence. the random
increment Au; is computed as Au; : xiJA.l.
Example 4.1 Consider the Black-Scholes SDE t2l with a single noise process as follows

dx(t) - ox(t)dt+ u,x(t)dw(t), 0<t <7,
x(t6) : ;616;,

with the conditions o :2.1, & : 2.9,;r(0) : 10, and I : l.
The true stochastic process of the solution is a set of realizations. One such realization

isshowninFigs. Iand2,correspondingtoaparticularrealizationof ur(/). If oneflxesa
realization of ur(t), then the red curve represents the EM method using tiny samples of u(r)
for the dw (applying n = 28, dt : 7 1n and SeedRandom[12 3 4]), in contrast to the exact
realization with blue color. The low order of convergence for EM could easily be seen in Fig. 1

which resulted in rough approxirnations, while the higher order schemes such as SRKB ended
in accurate approximations for the sample path in Fig. 2.

Some further examples and simulations have now been done (using ll2)) to support the
underlying theory given in the previous section. We also report the mean-square error instead
of reporting errors for one sample path to clearly show the advantageous ofthe derived solvers
in the strong sense.

.- Exact realization

.--"" Numerical treatment (EM)

Fig. 1 The comparison of an exact realization (blue) and the approximate solution (rerf of EM method in
Example 4.1 (color figure online)
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Fig. 2 The comparison of ar exact re;.ri:;r
(brown) methods in Example.l.1 (colcr lt5:

Example 4.2 The following nonlin;.;
find an explicit solution. but it e\ilt-i .

dx(t):_27-)t::'
x(ts) : 2'

Using It6 formula, one ma)' 5l6u *
the quantity inside the logarithm is p
realization causes 2ru(r) t e.' to be :

In this test, we have considered the ni

the simulation of the Brownian m..u"-:
in Tables 2 and 3. In theses tables. ur

dt T : 4 over 1,000 realizations ,nr,

SRKC is higher than the two other er

obtain somehow better accuracies rri--

Example 4.3 Consider the nonline:,r

fl1s1 = (it :

x(I6) : l.

with the exact solution "r(Il : il.' -
We compare the behavior of diflereat
andn :216 in our Mathematica c.u:
and 5. In theses tables, the values repr,

500 realizations. The step sizes r a;
could be observed from the numeri,-i
or better accuracy in contrast to the e,

Also note that the importance of the

the stcp sizes more than AI : r- :.

(37)
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- 
Exactrealization

,"" Numerical treatnrent (Mi)
- Numerical treatment (SRKB)

Fig. 2 The comparison of an exact realization (blue) and the approximate solution (re@ of Mi and SRKB

(brrrwz) methods in Example 4.1 (color flgure online)

Example 1.2 The lbllowing nonlinear test has an interesting cautionary propefiy. We can

find an explicit solution, but it exists only for a flnite time span.

ctx(t1 : -2"-2x(t)i1 +2e-'ft)dw7), 0 <, < T : 4.

x(ti :2.
Using It6 formula, one may show that jt-(/) : ln(Zw(t'l 1 sxo) is a solution, as long as

the quantity inside the logarithm is positive. At the first time r when the Brownian motion

realization causes 2?r(r) 4 extt to be negative, the solution stops existing'

In this test, we have considered the mean effor based on t,000 trajectories, and /i : 212 1in

the simulation of the Brownian motion), for different equi-distant step sizes (Ar) as described

in Tables 2 and3.In theses tables, the values represent the error e(T) : lx(f) - xu(T)l
atT :4 over 1,000 realizations (mean errors). Clearly, the computational complexity of
SRKC is higher than the two other explicit f'orms SRKF and SRKB, although we expect to

obtain somehow better accuracies from SRKC.

Example 4.J Consider the nonlinear stochastic dilTerential equation

dx(t1 :
x(16) -

(.19)

withthe exactsolutionx(rt : (2r + I + +r(r))3. wherein0 < t < 1.

We compare the behavior of different methods discussed in Sections 1-3 fbr 500 trajectories

and n :216 in our Mathematica codes. The results of comparisons are provided in Tabies 4

and 5. Intheses tables, the values represents the errore(I) : lx(I) -xar(7)l at ? : 1 over

500 realizations. The step sizes (Lt :2-161are enough small fbr the nonlinear SDE. As

could be observed from the numerical results, the new variant of SRK methods have similar

or better accuracy in contrast to the existing methods EM, Mi, and SRKF.

Also note that the importance ofthe higher order schemes is obvious here since by reducing

the step sizes more rhan A/ * 2*t6, almost all methods will face with un-stability due to

Q Springer

(37)

. .:: :,i realizations. One such realization
::--::-.:r realization of u(/). If one flxes a

t: F\l method using tiny samples of ur(r)
,:! -:-::::.[12 3  ]), in contrast to the exact
;::::--i ior EM could easily be seen in Fig. 1

: L::::r order schemes such as SRKB ended
r ----.. l.
:I-,,i *i.n done (using [12]) to support the
t*; :.:: report the mean-square error instead
i.:'.'. :he adr antageous of the derived solvers

rt,^.'-.:{

, a 0.8 1.0

: :.r: ::proximate solution (re$ of EM method in

(38)

(1,t,t+ +a.r(r)i) at +xg1|61,111.
l.
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other functionals of the solution. *i:
methods are called weak schemes.

In this work, we have derired r:n
approximations of the deritatires ur''
the new variants. It has been shoran t::
Our main methods were furnisheJ s
have been performed from dift-erei:
proposed variants.
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Table 4 Results based on mean errors for Example 4.3

At Eror(EM) Time (EM) Eror (Mi) Time (Mi) Eror (ISRKB) Time (ISRKB)

z-t6 0.00770806 3s53tz5o 0.000522505 4.9218150 0.00084 l 329 1 8.6406250

Table 5 Results based on mean erors for Example 4.3

At Error (SRKF) Time (SRKF) Error (SRKB) Time (SRKB) Enor (SRKC) Time (SRKC)

2*16 0.000525.561 5.3281250 0.000519441 5,3125000 0.000522501 s.7812s00

the round-off erors. Although the implicit solvers are costly in terms of computational time,
they are very useful for stiff problems or cases at which not a too small time step size is
chosen.

5 Concluding remarks

SDEs are becoming more and more important due to their applications for modeling stochas-
tic phenomena in different fields. Unfortunately, in many cases analytic solutions of these
equations are not available ard we are forced to use computational schemes to solve them.
Roughly speaking, there are two basic ways to achieve these approximations. When sample
paths of the solutions need to be approximated, mean-square convergence is used and the
derived methods are called strong solvers. When we are only interested in the moments or
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other functionals of the solution, which implies a much weaker form of convergence, the

methods are called weak schemes.

In this work, we have derived some variants of strong SRK methods. Finite difference

approximations of the derivatives with a proper increments has been done in Sect. 3 to derive

the new variants. It has been shown that the variants are convergent in quadratic mean as well.

Our main methods were furnished as several implicit solvers. Several numerical examples

have been pertbrmed from diff'erent application areas to support the applicability of the

proposed variants.
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